
 

 

 

 

Case statement for raising revenues 

 

We envision a future where all of us are thriving. Where justice is the norm; where folks navigate their 

days without fear and with freedom; where all feel safe, healthy, and economically secure. We 

understand that our vision for our communities requires only a strong commitment to creating public 

policies that choose justice over other priorities. 

We deeply understand the essential role that schools, health care, affordable housing, and other public 

services play in building thriving families and communities. And how each of these building blocks are 

investments in justice and equity. 

We invest so that our neighbors are able to seek the health care they need, when they need it; so that 

our elders are cared for with dignity; and so that our children see their futures in the eyes of their 

teachers. We invest so that all of our neighbors feel safe as they live and work in their communities. 

Only through deliberate choices that advance justice can we ensure that all of us, including Black, 

Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) Minnesotans, share in our state’s abundance.   

We can rise to meet the immense challenges of our times by keeping our shared values in mind. Our 

strength is in our voice and our numbers. Our essential work and investment of resources weaves and 

binds our communities across this state. 

By pursuing thoughtful and just public policies, we can counter the threats to Minnesotans’ health and 

well-being, especially for those burdened by historical and current barriers based on the color of their 

skin or where they live, and build a stronger, more equitable future for all Minnesotans. 

Minnesotans are calling for bold action so that all of us can be safe, healthy, and economically secure. 

That means addressing the pandemic and economic recession and building a stronger, more equitable 

recovery by addressing the areas of disinvestment and disparities that existed long before COVID.  

Minnesotans understand that we need to address immediate crises; to make bold new investments in 

the things that will build an equitable recovery for all of us; and make our tax system more equitable 

and just. A recent survey of Minnesotans shows that a majority support raising taxes on those with the 

most resources and making additional investments. 

 67 percent support raising income taxes on households earning $250,000 or more 

 67 percent support increasing taxes on profitable corporations 

 72 percent support state spending to make child care affordable 

 61 percent support state spending to address racial inequities and provide equal opportunity. 

 



 

This may be the most unequal recession in modern history. Higher-paying jobs have largely recovered. 

Many of those with the greatest resources of income and wealth have seen their assets grow. Income 

and wealth inequality have widened, made worse by past policy choices like the 2017 federal tax bill 

that provided the biggest tax cuts to high-income individuals and the most profitable corporations. 

The pandemic and prolonged economic disruption continue to challenge our friends and neighbors. Too 

many are still out of work, falling behind on rent, and living with the fear that comes with not being able 

to feed their families each day. Our Black and Brown neighbors are more likely to be harmed by the virus 

and its harsh economic impact, due to a legacy of structures and current policies that limit their access 

to opportunities in education, employment, and other building blocks of economic well-being. 

The state’s budget situation has improved, but revenues are still below what was projected in February 

2020. And we know the state’s official economic forecast measures against a baseline budget that does 

not include what it takes for all Minnesotans to thrive. 

Additional funding for the state in the new federal covid relief bill will bring in additional revenues that 

should be focused on those hardest hit by the health and economic harm of the pandemic. But these 

resources are temporary and cannot be a substitute for sustainable new state revenues. 

It is still urgent and necessary to address the disparities and disinvestment that existed before the 

pandemic. That means raising taxes on those with the most resources in order to build the more 

equitable recovery we all envision for our state. 

Minnesota should build a more equitable recovery through investments in things that create a future 

where all of us can thrive, like our schools, child care assistance, health care, affordable housing, and 

addressing the incredible gaps in opportunity and economic well-being based on whether people are 

Black, Brown, or white, or where they live. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Together We Rise is a public policy campaign coordinated by the Minnesota Council of Nonprofits and 

the Minnesota Budget Project. 


